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“Sara Anson Vaux’s *Clint Eastwood: A Biography* has much more to offer than its modest title implies. Beginning by unpacking her subject’s controversial appearance at the Republican National Convention in 2012, which Vaux brilliantly interprets as typically Eastwoodian in its knowing irony and subversiveness, the author illustrates how this actor, screen icon, filmmaker, and man has found continued success (and occasional failure) by cannily refusing to be pigeonholed through his long life and career. More than just a biography of Eastwood’s life and times from Depression-era childhood through 21st-century Oscar glory, Vaux expands upon her account of Eastwood as “revolutionary thinker” in her previous book, *The Ethical Vision of Clint Eastwood*, to situate him among the great American artists period. No one else has written so incisively about Eastwood’s astonishing “late period” as a filmmaker, in particular, beginning with 2003’s *Mystic River* and continuing through the present -- a period marked by dark, artful melodramas that Vaux analyzes with a remarkably keen eye for socio-historical detail but in a manner that is always accessible and entertaining. This is, bar none, the most important book about Eastwood yet written.”

--Michael Smith, author of *Flickering Empire: How Chicago Invented the U.S. Film Industry*

Sara Anson Vaux, PhD, is a lecturer in the Department of Religious Studies as well as the director of the Office of Fellowships at Northwestern University.
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